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Abstract 
A wind tunnel test program has been conducted to define convective 
heating environments on the back-face of a Hypersonic Inflatable 
Aerodynamic Decelerator aeroshell.  Wind tunnel testing was conducted 
at Mach 6 and Mach 10 at unit Reynolds numbers from 0.5×106/ft to 
3.9×106/ft on a 6.3088 in diameter aeroshell model.  Global heating data 
were obtained through phosphor thermography on the aeroshell back 
face, as well as on the payload and the aeroshell front face.  For all test 
conditions, laminar flow was produced on the aeroshell front face, while 
the separated wake shear layer and aeroshell back-face boundary layer 
were transitional or turbulent.  Along the leeward centerline of the 
aeroshell back face and payload centerbody, heating levels increased 
with both free stream Reynolds number and angle of attack.  The 
Reynolds number dependency was due to increasing strength of wake 
turbulence with Reynolds number.  The angle-of-attack dependency was 
due to movement of the wake-vortex reattachment point on the aeroshell 
back face.  The maximum heating levels on the aeroshell back face and 
payload were approximately 5% to 6%, respectively, of the aeroshell 
front-face stagnation point.  To allow for extrapolation of the ground test 
data to flight conditions, the back face and payload heating levels were 
correlated as a function of aeroshell front-face peak momentum 
thickness Reynolds numbers. 
Nomenclature 
Symbols 
D maximum diameter (in or m) 
h heat-transfer film coefficient (kg/m2⋅s) 
hFR heat-transfer film coefficient based on Fay-Riddell theory (kg/m2⋅s) 
hSTAG heat-transfer film coefficient at stagnation point on nose (kg/m2⋅s) 
H0 wind tunnel total enthalpy (J/kg) 
HAW adiabatic wall surface enthalpy (J/kg) 
Hw surface enthalpy (J/kg) 
H300K enthalpy at 300 K temperature (J/kg) 
M∞ free stream Mach number 
p∞ free stream pressure (Pa) 
q heat transfer rate (W/cm2) 
r radial coordinate (in or m) 
R maximum body radius (in or m) 
Re∞ free stream unit Reynolds number (1/ft or 1/m) 
Reθ boundary-layer momentum thickness Reynolds number 
T∞ free stream temperature (K) 
U∞ free stream velocity (m/s) 
Ue boundary-layer edge velocity (m/s) 
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates (in or m) 
α angle of attack (deg) 
φ rotation angle (deg) 
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ρ∞ free stream density (kg/m3) 
ρe boundary-layer edge density (kg/m3) 
σ standard deviation 
θ boundary-layer momentum thickness (m) 
µ∞ free stream viscosity (kg/m⋅s) 
µe boundary-layer edge viscosity (kg/m⋅s) 
Subscripts 
∞ free stream condition 
0 reservoir condition 
e edge condition 
FR Fay-Riddell 
sh shoulder condition 
w wall condition 
Acronyms 
AGARD Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development 
CFD  Computational Fluid Dynamics 
F-TPS  Flexible Thermal Protection System 
HIAD  Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerator 
IHEAT  Imaging for Hypersonic Experimental Aerothermodynamic Testing 
IRVE  Inflatable Reentry Vehicle Experiment 
ISS  International Space Station 
LAL  Langley Aerothermodynamic Laboratory 
LaRC  Langley Research Center 
LAURA Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm 
MSL  Mars Science Laboratory 
OML  Outer Mold Line 
SLA  Stereo-Lithographic Apparatus 
THOR  Terrestrial HIAD Orbital Reentry 
TPS  Thermal Protection System 
 
Introduction 
An experimental study has been conducted to define the aeroheating environment of a 
Hypersonic Inflatable Aerodynamic Decelerator (HIAD) with a flexible thermal protection 
system (F-TPS).  The primary goal of this study was to measure convective heating 
environments on the back face of the HIAD aeroshell.  Additionally, heating data on the payload 
and front-face of the aeroshell were obtained.  These data were generated through testing at 
Mach 6 and Mach 10 at the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) in hypersonic blow-down 
wind tunnels using global phosphor thermography. 
The model geometry for this study was similar to NASA’s proposed Terrestrial HIAD Orbital 
Reentry (THOR) mission.  THOR was intended to fly as a secondary payload on a supply 
mission to the International Space Station (ISS), but the program was terminated due to issues 
unrelated to HIAD technology development.  Although the THOR mission was cancelled, the 
results of this study are still of value to HIAD technology development.  While back-face 
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convective heating environments for blunt bodies such as the THOR aeroshell are generally 
benign (<10% of stagnation point levels), one of the design goals for any HIAD will be to 
minimize the F-TPS thickness on the back face in order to save weight and simplify packaging of 
the un-inflated aeroshell. 
Background and Motivation 
HIAD Technology Development 
HIAD technology offers an effective, mass-saving alternative to conventional aerodynamic 
decelerators.  Relative to a rigid TPS, a HIAD F-TPS has a lower mass and a smaller packaging 
volume, but when deployed and inflated it provides a large surface area for drag production, 
resulting in a lower ballistic coefficient than a rigid aeroshell of equivalent surface area.  The 
lower ballistic coefficient of the HIAD results in lower heat fluxes and integrated heat loads, thus 
reducing the performance demands on the F-TPS material. 
The inflatable aeroshell concept was first proposed in the 1960s and was then referred to as a 
“ballute”, from “balloon” + “parachute”.  Since then, various inflatable configurations have been 
proposed and studied (e.g., Ref. 1) such as attached, trailing, tension cone, ram-inflated, etc.  
However, no successful hypersonic flight test had ever been conducted with an inflatable system 
until NASA initiated the Inflatable Reentry Vehicle Experiment (IRVE) test program to mature 
and validate this technology (Ref. 2).  
The first IRVE flight test (Ref. 3) failed to exit the launch vehicle due to an anomaly 
unrelated to HIAD technology.  A duplicate of this vehicle was commissioned and in 2009 the 
IRVE-II launch resulted in the first successful flight of a HIAD (Ref. 4).  The IRVE-II flight test 
demonstrated exo-atmospheric inflation of the aeroshell and stable flight from hypersonic 
through subsonic speeds.  However, because the IRVE-II vehicle was launched from a small 
sounding rocket, the aeroheating environment was quite benign.  The maximum Mach number 
was ~5, which produced peak heat fluxes of only ~2 W/cm2.  Nevertheless, the success of 
IRVE-II provided the foundation for the next step in HIAD technology development, the IRVE-3 
flight test1. 
The successful IRVE-3 flight test in 2012 was a direct follow-up to IRVE-II, with the overall 
goal of demonstrating HIAD performance and gathering flight data in a mission-relevant 
environment (Ref. 5).  The primary requirement for IRVE-3 was to demonstrate F-TPS 
survivability during the hypersonic segment of the flight at heating levels an order-of-magnitude 
higher than IRVE-II, and so it was launched on a larger, three-stage sounding rocket to obtain 
greater entry velocity (maximum Mach 10).  This objective was achieved with the vehicle 
reaching a peak heat flux of 15 W/cm2 at a Mach number of 7. 
The next HIAD flight test proposed by NASA was the THOR program (Ref. 6).  Although 
this flight test was cancelled, it was intended to demonstrate the performance of an F-TPS 
capable of withstanding aerothermal environments relevant to a Mars human exploration mission 
or ISS down-mass return.  For such missions, the heat flux could be a factor of 2 to 3 greater than 
                                                
1 Although the nomenclature for the flight test numbers differs, i.e., IRVE, IRVE-II and IRVE-3, 
these are the official designations. 
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IRVE-3 peak heat flux, and the integrated heat load could be a factor of 20 to 35 times greater 
than for IRVE-3.  The THOR vehicle was intended to fly as a secondary payload on a resupply 
mission to the ISS and would have been deployed from the launch vehicle’s second stage after 
the cargo carrier separated to proceed toward the ISS.  The THOR reentry vehicle concept is 
shown in Figure 1. 
Blunt Body Wake Flows 
The motivation for this study was the lack of reliable data on blunt body wake flow fields and 
aftbody/back-face aeroheating environments.  Several studies (e.g., Refs. 7–11) in the 1990s, 
coordinated or motivated by NATO’s Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development 
(AGARD) Working Group 18, demonstrated the complex nature of hypersonic, blunt body wake 
flow fields through testing in multiple wind tunnels around the world.  These features include 
unsteadiness, separation and impingement of shear/boundary layers, rarefaction, and turbulence 
(e.g. Figure 2). 
Hypersonic, blunt body wake flows with large regions of separated flow challenge current 
capabilities for routine, validated simulations using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools.  
Similarly, experimental measurements can be difficult due to the unsteady nature of the flow, the 
very low aftbody surface temperatures and pressures, and the lack of facilities capable of 
simulating actual flight conditions.  As a result of these challenges, the aftbody TPS of reentry 
vehicles typically are designed with very high uncertainty margins.  For instance, the Mars 
Science Laboratory (MSL) aftbody TPS design was based on a 200% uncertainty for heating and 
shear stress and a 100% uncertainty for pressure (Ref. 12). 
For the current study of THOR aeroshell back-face heating environments, the decision was 
made to focus on experimental methods, rather than computational simulations.  This decision 
was due to some of the unique features of HIAD systems as compared to typical reentry vehicles.  
The first is that a HIAD such as THOR would fly a less stressful trajectory with respect to 
heating due to the large aeroshell surface area and low mass of the vehicle.  Thus, flight 
conditions would be closer to conditions achievable in ground-based facilities.  The second is 
that a HIAD lacks the enclosed aftbody section such as that of the MSL vehicle.  This open-back 
configuration of a HIAD aeroshell creates a large, concave region that greatly increases the 
challenges in developing a structured grid topology for numerical simulations. 
Experimental Tools and Methods 
Model Geometry and Fabrication 
Model Geometry 
The geometry for this test program, shown in Figure 3, was based on a preliminary THOR 
concept designated as THOR 70-F, which differed slightly (mainly in nose radius) from the final 
proposed THOR flight configuration.  The THOR 70-F geometry was a 70-deg sphere-cone 
aeroshell with an open back face mounted on a cylindrical payload section.  The overall wind 
tunnel model diameter was 6.3088 in, the nose radius was 0.75 in, and the shoulder radius was 
0.0971 in.  The wind tunnel model was 4.4% of the proposed full-scale flight vehicle size.  The 
payload section was simplified to a 1.250 in diameter cylinder and was filleted at the junction to 
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the aeroshell to provide additional strength.  The geometry represented an idealized, rigid outer 
mold line without the deformations that could be produced due to in-flight aerodynamic loads 
acting on the inflatable aeroshell. 
Model Fabrication 
Ceramic wind tunnel models of the THOR 70-F geometry were fabricated following the 
process discussed in Ref. 13.  First, a pattern was generated using a rapid-prototyping stereo-
lithography apparatus (SLA).  An investment mold was then constructed from the SLA pattern 
and cured.  Next, a silica-ceramic slip casting was made from the mold and sintered at high 
temperature.  Finally, the slip-cast ceramic model was fired at high temperature and coated with 
a thermographic phosphor compound.  The ceramic models were then mounted on a stainless 
steel sting through the aft end of the payload section. 
Test Facilities and Conditions 
Wind Tunnel Test Conditions 
Two wind tunnel tests were performed in the Langley Aerothermodynamics Laboratory 
(LAL) facilities in support of this program: a low unit Reynolds number test in the 31-Inch Mach 
10 Air Tunnel and a high unit Reynolds number test in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.  These 
facilities are described in brief below, and more detailed information on the LAL can be found in 
Refs. 14 and 15.  Data were obtained at Mach 10 for three unit Reynolds numbers from 
0.5×106/ft to 2.0×106/ft and at Mach 6 for four unit Reynolds numbers from 1.0×106/ft to 
3.9×106/ft.  Angle of attack was varied from -10 deg to +10 deg depending on facility and 
Reynolds number.  Owing to schedule and resource limitations, it was not possible to obtain data 
at all angles of attack for every unit Reynolds number condition. 
Free stream conditions are listed in Table 1 for Test 504 in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel 
and in Table 2 for Test 7002 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.  Entries in these tables are sorted 
by angle of attack and by free stream unit Reynolds number.  The heat-transfer film coefficient 
(hFR) values listed in these tables are based on Fay-Riddell (Ref. 16) calculations for the 0.75 in 
nose radius of the model at cold-wall (300 K) conditions.  The enthalpy difference (ΔHtot) is 
based on the difference between the free stream total enthalpy and the wall enthalpy at 300 K.  
The conditions listed in these tables are nominal values based on averages of all runs at a given 
condition.  As the run-to-run variations in test conditions were very slight (~1%), all supporting 
analyses were performed using these nominal values. 
NASA LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel 
The NASA LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel (Figure 4 and Figure 5) is a perfect-gas, blow-
down facility in which dried, filtered air is used as the working fluid.  The tunnel has been 
calibrated for reservoir conditions varying from 150 psi to 1450 psi at an operating temperature 
of 1850°R, which produces free stream unit Reynolds numbers from 0.25×106/ft to 2.2×106/ft.  
The nozzle is water-cooled, has a three-dimensional contour, and ends with a 1.07×1.07 in 
square throat.  The 31×31 in square test section features optical access through side, top, and 
bottom windows for visual imaging techniques and has a side-mounted injection system with a 
±45 deg pitch range and ±5 deg yaw range.  The test core varies from approximately 12×12 in at 
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the lowest unit Reynolds number to 14×14 in at the highest unit Reynolds number.  This tunnel 
has the highest Mach number of the LAL facilities and is mainly employed in aerodynamic and 
fluid-mechanics studies.  The high stagnation temperature of the facility also makes it suitable 
for aftbody/wake heating studies where the temperature rise is much lower than on the forebody.  
NASA LaRC 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel 
The NASA LaRC 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel (Figure 6 and Figure 7) is a blow-down facility 
in which heated, dried, and filtered air is used as the test gas.  The tunnel has a two-dimensional 
contoured nozzle that opens into a 20.5×20.0 in test section.  The tunnel is equipped with a 
bottom-mounted injection system with a –5 deg to +55 deg pitch range and ±5 deg yaw range 
that can transfer a model from a sheltered model box to the tunnel centerline in less than 0.5 sec.  
Run times of up to 15 minutes are possible in this facility, although for the current aeroheating 
study run times of only a few seconds were required.  The nominal reservoir conditions of this 
facility produce perfect-gas free stream flows with Mach numbers between 5.8 and 6.1 and unit 
Reynolds numbers of 0.5×106/ft to 8.3×106/ft.  With the wide Reynolds number operating range 
capable of producing laminar, transitional, or turbulent flow on most geometries, this tunnel is 
primarily used for heat-transfer and boundary-layer transition studies. 
Data Acquisition, Reduction, Uncertainty and Presentation 
Data Acquisition 
Aeroheating data were obtained using the two-color, relative-intensity, global thermographic 
phosphor method (Ref. 17) and reduced using the Imaging for Hypersonic Experimental 
Aerothermodynamic Testing (IHEAT) code (Ref. 18).  In this method, a model is illuminated by 
ultraviolet light sources that produce temperature-dependent fluorescence of the phosphor 
coating.  Images of the model are taken in the tunnel before and during a run using a three-color, 
charge-coupled device camera and the images are processed to determine temperature and heat-
transfer distributions. 
In order to obtain both front-face and back-face heating data, separate runs were made with 
the camera positioned ahead of and behind the model.  However, because of the model geometry 
and optical access limits in the wind tunnels, it was not possible to view the entire model surface 
for either front or back camera setups.   The camera view directions for both setups are illustrated 
in Figure 8 along with the x-y-z coordinate system and definitions for angle of attack (α) and 
rotation angle (φ) about the centerbody.  For most cases, the lower side (relative to the camera) 
of the aeroshell front face was out of the camera’s field of view and in back views, the lower part 
of the aeroshell back face was blocked by the centerbody payload section. 
Data Reduction 
The IHEAT code uses calibrations to convert the intensity data from each image pixel to 
temperatures.  Heat-transfer film coefficients are then determined by assuming a step function in 
heat transfer beginning at injection of the model into the tunnel, which corresponds to a parabolic 
temperature-time history.  Heat transfer data from IHEAT are typically reported in terms of the 
ratio h/hFR, where hFR is the heat-transfer film coefficient resulting from a Fay-Riddell 
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computation for a reference hemisphere of specified radius (in this case, the 0.75 in radius of the 
nose).  The heat-transfer film coefficient is defined in terms of enthalpy as 
 h = q ΔHtot = q HAW −H300K( ) = q H0 −H300K( )  (1) 
In the calculation of the heat-transfer film coefficient, it is assumed that, for a blunt body, the 
adiabatic wall enthalpy HAW is equal to the free stream total enthalpy of the tunnel, H0.  This heat 
transfer coefficient definition provides a theoretically near-constant value over the course of a 
run, since the decrease in time of the heat transfer rate in the numerator as the model surface 
becomes hotter is balanced by the decrease of the enthalpy term in the denominator. 
The two-dimensional (2-D) image data obtained from IHEAT are corrected for optical 
perspective effects and mapped to a three-dimensional (3-D) surface representation of the model 
geometry.  To accomplish this mapping, perspective, translational, and rotational transformations 
are first performed on the 3-D surface representation until its 2-D projection matches that of the 
2-D image data.  The image data are then assigned transformed (x, y, z) coordinates based on 
interpolation between the image and surface geometry and then the transformation is inverted to 
obtain an orthographic, 3-D heating distribution map.  A sample 2-D image file from IHEAT, 
sample 3-D surface geometry, and the mapping of the image data onto the geometry are shown 
in Figure 9 through Figure 11. 
Data Presentation 
As noted in the Data Reduction section, the aeroshell front-face heating data will be presented 
in the usual manner for phosphor thermography studies in terms of h/hFR where hFR is the film 
coefficient based on Fay-Riddell theory for the nose radius of the model.  However, a different 
representation, h/hSTAG, will also be employed for the back-face heating data.  In order to provide 
better perspective on the relationship between aeroshell back-face and front-face heating levels, 
the back-face heating was normalized by hSTAG instead of hFR.  The value hSTAG is the predicted 
heating for the nose-cap at α = 0 deg as determined from a Navier-Stokes solution (as detailed in 
the subsequent Computational Method section).  For the THOR 70-F geometry, hSTAG is 
approximately 61% of hFR.  The difference between hSTAG and hFR is due to the fact that Fay-
Riddell theory is based on the idealized assumption of a stagnation-point pressure gradient for a 
hemisphere, while in fact, the pressure gradient at the nose of a large angle sphere-cone (where 
the boundary-layer edge Mach number is subsonic) differs from that of a true hemisphere.  As 
will be shown subsequently, the measured and predicted nose-cap stagnation point heating levels 
were in close agreement. 
Another difference in the presentation of front-face and back-face aeroshell heating data is the 
use of locally-weighted, least-square fits to better characterize the back-face data.  As noted 
previously, the back-face measurements showed much more scatter than front-face 
measurements owing to the very low temperature rise of the back face.  To develop these curve 
fits, data were extracted from the 3-D mapped global images along the φ = 10 deg increment rays 
over the aeroshell back face (as was defined in Figure 8).   For α = 0 deg angle-of-attack cases, 
the fits were determined using all rays since the distributions were (nominally) axisymmetric.  
For the nonzero angle of attack cases, the curve fits were generated using the data from the –20 
deg through +20 deg rays, which represents an approximate average of data on the leeward 
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centerline of the aeroshell back face, i.e., along the +z-axis.   Note that the stagnation point on 
the aeroshell front face moved away from the nosetip (z = 0) in the –z (windward) direction with 
increasing angle of attack.  These curve fits will be shown along with the measured data points 
for each condition. 
Centerbody payload heating data will be presented in the same manner as the aeroshell back-
face data.  For the payload, the heating analysis is based on averaging the data over a spanwise 
region of y = ±25% of the centerbody radius at each x-location. 
Data Uncertainty 
The experimental uncertainty of front-face and back-face aeroshell heating data must be 
characterized separately due to the large differences in flow field characteristics between the two 
regions.  The flow field over the front fac of the aeroshell was steady and, for these test 
conditions, laminar.  Additionally, the temperature rise over the duration of each run was large 
(25–75 K at Mach 6 conditions and 50–100 K at Mach 10 conditions) thus providing a very high 
signal-to-noise ratio for the measurement.  These aeroshell front-face conditions were well 
within the standard range of application of the phosphor thermography system (see Ref. 18) for 
which the uncertainty has been characterized in previous studies.  The only issue with the 
aeroshell front-face data is that for the highest unit Reynolds number condition in the Mach 10 
tunnel (Test 504, Run 8 at Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft), temperature levels on the nose exceeded the 
calibration range of the phosphor thermography system and thus no usable data were obtained 
there. 
For the measurements on the front face of the aeroshell, the experimental uncertainty for 
heating was estimated from a root-sum-square calculation of the component uncertainties due to 
the data acquisition method (±10%), the flow quality and test-condition repeatability (±5%), and 
the accuracy of the 3-D mapping process (±10%), which resulted in an overall value of ±15%.  
Experience with this technique indicates that these values are usually conservative and, as will be 
shown later, the predicted and measured heating distributions on the front face of the aeroshell 
were in closer agreement than the uncertainty estimate. 
Because of the complexity of blunt body wake flow fields, the determination of heating rates 
on the back face of a vehicle through either measurement or simulation is very challenging.  In 
the previous AGARD-18 studies (Refs. 7–11), it was shown that blunt body wake flow fields 
typically are characterized by large regions of separated flow that are likely to be both unsteady 
and turbulent.  As such, the invariance with Reynolds number of normalized heating rates 
expected for attached forebody flows will not be present for wake flows.  This behavior was 
demonstrated by data (Ref. 8) from the AGARD WG-18 aeroshell geometry (Figure 12).  
Normalized heating distributions on the forebody (Figure 13) were essentially constant with 
Reynolds numbers, while distributions on the sting (Figure 13) and aeroshell back face (Figure 
13 and close-up in Figure 14) increased with Reynolds number. 
Additionally, heating rates on the back side of blunt bodies are typically less than 10% of 
those on the front of the vehicle, which results in a very low temperature rise (less than 10 K for 
the current study, as shown in Table 3) and thus low signal-to-noise ratios.  For such low 
temperatures, the optical signal intensity from the phosphor emission is very low, leading to a 
much higher uncertainty than for forebody flows.  In the plots of estimated uncertainty vs. 
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surface temperature given in Ref. 18, the curves are nearly asymptotic for the temperature range 
on the aeroshell back face in this study and thus cannot be used as a basis for uncertainty 
estimates. 
Although the aeroshell back-face heating measurement uncertainty was expected to be very 
high, analysis of the data showed reasonably consistent results for the effects of Reynolds 
number and angle of attack.  Therefore, in lieu of a theoretical basis for uncertainty estimates, the 
uncertainty was based on a statistical analysis of the scatter of the data, as follows: 
For each of the 0 deg angle-of-attack, back-view runs in the Mach 6 and Mach 10 tunnels, 
data were extracted along radial lines at φ = 10 deg increments around the circumference of the 
model (see Figure 8) providing a data set of approximately 600 to 800 points per image.   
Standard deviations (σ) were then computed for selected radial (r/R) locations.  Additionally, 
weighted, least-square curve fits were generated for the aeroshell back-face heating distributions.  
Comparisons between the complete sets of data points and the curve fits are shown for the Mach 
10 conditions in Figure 15 through Figure 17 and for the Mach 6 conditions in Figure 18 through 
Figure 21.  For each case, these comparisons are shown with uncertainty error bars of 1×σ and 
3×σ.  In all cases, after obvious outlier points (due to coating scratches or null signal points) 
were eliminated, almost all data points fell within the 3×σ band.  Thus, depending on the level of 
conservatism desired, the curve fits can be used in conjunction with either the 1×σ or 3×σ 
uncertainty bounds, which are listed in Table 4, to estimate back-face heating levels.   
Also, an alternative weighted uncertainty formulation was determined by normalizing the 
standard deviation by the average heating levels on the aeroshell back-face to obtain 
(1×σ)/(h/hSTAG) and (3×σ)/(h/hSTAG).  These values are also provided in Table 4.   
The overall average 1×σ and 3×σ uncertainty levels for the standard deviation were 0.0059 
and 0.0178, respectively, and for the normalized standard deviations the values were 26.2% and 
78.5%, respectively.  These uncertainty estimates for the aeroshell back face are also considered 
to be applicable to the centerbody payload as the environments were very similar. 
Computational Method 
Flow field predictions over the forebody of the THOR 70-F geometry were performed using 
the Langley Aerothermodynamic Upwind Relaxation Algorithm (LAURA) code (Refs. 19–20) to 
generate heating values for comparisons with the experimental data.  LAURA is a three-
dimensional, finite-volume solver that includes perfect-gas and non-equilibrium chemistry 
options, a variety of turbulence models, and ablation and radiative transport capabilities.  In this 
study, the laminar, perfect-gas air model was used for the wind tunnel predictions.  An 
axisymmetric grid geometry was used and grid adaption to the solution features was performed 
to align the grid outer boundary with the shock and to cluster cells near the surface to produce 
wall cell Reynolds numbers on the order of 1 to 10.  Free stream conditions were set to the 
nominal wind tunnel conditions listed in Table 1 and Table 2 and the wall temperature was set to 
a constant 300 K.  The use of a constant wall temperature is acceptable because the heat-transfer 
film coefficient varies only very slightly over the range of wall temperatures produced in this 
facility.  Computed heat-transfer film coefficients were normalized by the Fay-Riddell value for 
the test condition to determine h/hFR. 
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From the computational perspective, blunt body wake flow grid topology presents an 
additional challenge to those already discussed of unsteadiness, separation and turbulence.  
Aftbody and wake flows are ill-suited to solvers using structured grid topologies (e.g., LAURA) 
due to the difficulty in defining grids to capture the forebody bow shock and boundary layer, the 
free shear layer and reattached back-face boundary layer, and the concavities of the aft portion of 
the vehicle.  For these reasons, the computational domain was limited to the front of the aeroshell 
and no wake-flow simulations were performed.  While unstructured grid solvers represent a 
potential solution to the topology problem, the state-of-the-art with respect to unstructured solver 
validation for hypersonic heating is less advanced than for structured grid solvers. 
Results and Analysis 
Overview 
Aeroheating data from the two tests are presented in both a qualitative format as global 
images and in a quantitative format as line plots.  Two groups of images and plots have been 
provided for each view direction to illustrate both the effects of Reynolds number at a given 
angle of attack and the effects of angle of attack for a given unit Reynolds number on each part 
of the model.  Aeroshell front-face heating data are shown in Figure 22 through Figure 26 in 
terms of h/hFR.  Aeroshell back-face data are shown in Figure 27 through Figure 56 and 
centerbody payload data are shown in Figure 57 through Figure 73, both in terms of h/hSTAG. 
Additionally, full-page global images of the measured heating distributions from each run are 
shown in the appendices (in terms of h/hFR for all cases).  Data from the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air 
Tunnel Test 504 are presented in Appendix A and data from the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel Test 
7002 are presented in Appendix B.  These images are of higher resolution than those in the main 
text to better show the details of the heating distributions.  Run conditions are also given in each 
figure for ease of reference. 
All test conditions produced laminar flow on the front face of the aeroshell as verified (see 
next section) by invariance of the normalized heating distributions with Reynolds number, as 
expected for laminar, attached flow on a blunt body.  No such invariance could be expected (as 
discussed in the “Data Uncertainty” section) for separated wake flows and since no flow-field 
diagnostics were performed, the state of the wake shear layer and aeroshell back-face and 
payload boundary layers was not explicitly determined.  However, based on AGARD WG-18 
results, the separated wake shear layer and reattached back-face boundary layer were assumed to 
be transitional or turbulent at all test conditions. 
Aeroshell Front-Face Data 
Based on past experience it was expected, and confirmed in these tests, that the flow over the 
front face of the aeroshell would remain laminar.  As shown by the global images in Figure 22 
and the centerline plots of Figure 23 and Figure 24, the normalized heating distributions, h/hFR, 
were nearly constant (less than 5% variation) across the range of both Mach 6 and Mach 10 run 
conditions, which is characteristic of laminar flow.  The data and predictions were in close 
agreement as shown by the comparisons in Figure 25 and Figure 26, and peak h/hFR values at the 
stagnation point for both experiment and computation were approximately 0.61 for all 
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conditions.  These aeroshell front-face comparisons provide baseline validation of the 
experimental and computational methods. 
Aeroshell Back-Face Data 
Distinctive effects on the heating distributions due to both angle of attack and Reynolds 
number were observed in the back-face data.  These effects can best be seen in the plots of the 
least-square fits for the aeroshell back-face leeward side centerline heating vs. unit Reynolds 
number in Figure 53 and Figure 54 and vs. angle of attack in Figure 55 and Figure 56.  The 
values of interest are those inward (r/R < 0.8) of the back-face corner (for a flight vehicle design 
front-face F-TPS would be carried around the shoulder to the back-face corner, while a lower 
capability F-TPS would be applied inward of the corner).  For this region, at Mach 10, h/hSTAG 
values varied from ~0.001 at the lowest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-attack case 
(Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft, α = –10 deg) to ~0.030 at the highest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-
attack case  (Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft, α = +5 deg).  At Mach 6, h/hSTAG values varied from ~0.02 at the 
lowest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-attack case (Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft, α = 0 deg) to ~0.055 at 
the highest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-attack case  (Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft, α = –5 deg).  
The normalized aeroshell back-face leeward side centerline heating distributions increased 
with Reynolds number for all angles-of-attack.  This result is consistent with data from the 
previously referenced AGARD WG-18 activity and other wake flow studies, such as that for the 
proposed Mars Sample Return Orbiter (Ref. 21).  As documented in that study, one of the 
reasons for this effect is the behavior of the wake flow-field structure.  As the Reynolds number 
increases, the turning angle of the shear layer that separates from the shoulder of the vehicle 
becomes greater — i.e., the shear layer turns more inward toward the aft end of the vehicle.  This 
turning of the shear layer shrinks and pressurizes the separated flow region and as a result the 
overall heating on the back of the vehicle increases.  An additional factor contributing to the 
heating is that with increasing Reynolds number, transition of the wake shear layer occurs 
sooner, which increases the strength of turbulence in the flow.   
With respect to angle-of-attack effects, data at Mach 10 showed an increase in heating with 
angle of attack on the leeward side centerline of the aeroshell back face.  However, owing to the 
limited angle-of-attack range in the Mach 6 tests, the effects could not be determined for that 
data set.  The Mach 10 results, which may seem counter-intuitive in that the heating was higher 
on the leeward side of the back face (as opposed to the front-face peak location on the windward 
side), can be explained through examination of the wake flow-field structure.   In Figure 74, 
computed wake-flow streamlines are shown for various angles of attack for a “flight-like” THOR 
configuration with a more realistic payload geometry and no model support sting2.   Flow 
vortices are formed in the wake of the vehicle, and at α = 0 deg they impinge and stagnate on the 
end of the centerbody payload.  But, as the angle of attack increases, the back-face stagnation 
point, where the heating is highest, moves off the centerbody end cap and onto the back-face of 
the aeroshell leeward side, thus producing higher heating on the back face side of the aeroshell 
opposite that of front-face stagnation point location. 
                                                
2 These results were generated as part of the THOR project, courtesy of Adam Wise at NASA 
LaRC 
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Centerbody Payload Data 
As with the aeroshell back face, the payload heating environment was also very dependent on 
Reynolds number and angle of attack.  These effects are summarized in the least-squares fit plots 
of heating vs. Reynolds number (Figure 70 and Figure 71) and heating vs. angle of attack (Figure 
72 and Figure 73) for the leeward side centerline of the payload.  Similarly to the aeroshell back-
face heating, the payload heating on the leeward side centerline increased with both Reynolds 
number and angle of attack.  At Mach 10, h/hSTAG values varied from ~0.001 at the lowest unit 
Reynolds number and angle-of-attack case (Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft, α = –10 deg) to ~0.036 at the 
highest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-attack case (Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft, α = +5 deg).  At Mach 
6, h/hSTAG values varied from ~0.008 at the lowest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-attack 
case (Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft, α = –5 deg) to ~0.050 at the highest unit Reynolds number and angle-of-
attack case (Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft, α = 0 deg).  An important caveat with respect to the payload data 
is that heating measurements could not be made on the end-cap of the payload due to the 
presence of the support sting.  For flight at low angles of attack, the end-cap could be exposed to 
considerably higher heating levels than shown in this data set because of impingement of the 
wake vortices.  
Extrapolation to Flight 
Methods of extrapolating this ground test dataset to flight conditions were investigated to 
support development of future HIAD vehicles.  The simplest method is to correlate the data by 
free stream Reynolds number and these results are shown for the aeroshell back face in Figure 75 
for the α = 0 deg cases, which was the nominal flight condition for THOR.  The data shown are 
for three selected points on the aeroshell at r/R values of 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.  The r/R  = 0.5 and 0.7 
points are inside the aeroshell back-face cavity, whereas the r/R = 0.9 point is on the back of the 
aeroshell shoulder where higher heating rates occur.  As would be expected, heating increases 
with Reynolds number, although there is a clear discontinuity between the Mach 10 and Mach 6 
trends.  However, correlation by free stream Reynolds number provides, at best, a qualitative 
result because the free stream conditions do not include information on the post-shock surface 
conditions.  These post-shock conditions are strongly dependent on compressibility and 
chemical-kinetic effects that are not scalable by free stream Reynolds number alone. 
A more appropriate means of correlating and extrapolating ground test heating data to flight 
conditions is based on the boundary-layer momentum thickness Reynolds number defined as 
 
Reθ = ρeUeθµe  (2) 
This parameter is determined from the CFD simulations and provides a more relevant set of 
conditions for use in correlating the data.  Momentum thickness Reynolds number distributions 
extracted from the CFD solutions are shown in Figure 76.  Values for correlating the data were 
taken at a point just ahead of the aeroshell forebody shoulder, which is the location of the 
maximum value, and are denoted as Reθ,sh.  Correlations of the aeroshell back-face heating data 
(using both the r/R = 0.5 and 0.7 points, but excluding the r/R = 0.9 back-corner point) are given 
in Figure 77 with curve fits of a power-law form.  Note that the discontinuities between Mach 6 
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and Mach 10 data noted in the previous free stream Reynolds number plots were considerably 
reduced in the momentum-thickness Reynolds number plots. 
 The first plot in Figure 77 includes all test conditions, while the second plot has the data from 
the two lowest unit Reynolds number Mach 6 test conditions excluded.  This exclusion can be 
justified by examination of the aeroshell back-face global heating images from these two test 
points, in which it can be seen that these data exhibited a great deal of scatter in comparison to 
the data at the other test conditions owing to the lower temperatures at these conditions.  While 
the curve fits generated for both data sets were reasonably good (correlation coefficients > 0.9), 
the fit was much better with these two low unit Reynolds number Mach 6 points excluded.  
Similar correlations are shown for the payload heating in Figure 78, with curve fits for both the 
entire data set and the data set exclusive of the lowest unit Reynolds number Mach 6 points. 
The curve fit formulas for the aeroshell back face and payload centerbody are, respectively,  
 
h hSTAG =1.8225×10−5 Reθ ,sh( )
1.7335  aeroshell back-face
 (3) 
 
h hSTAG = 5.6145×10−6 Reθ ,sh( )
1.8759  payload
 (4) 
It is recommended that these curve fits be used to extrapolate the wind tunnel data to flight 
conditions using Reθ,sh values generated by CFD simulations for the flight conditions.  To aid in 
uncertainty estimation for flight conditions, these fits are reproduced in Figure 79 and Figure 80 
with multipliers of [1 + (1×σ)/(h/hSTAG)] and [1 + (3×σ)/(h/hSTAG)] applied to the predicted 
heating fits, (which represent mutiples of 126.2% and 178.5%, respectively, as per the overall 
averages in Table 4).  It should be noted that the estimated peak-heating flight condition for 
THOR would have produced an Reθ,sh value less than the lowest value from the ground test 
conditions, although values further along the trajectory would fall within the test range. 
Summary and Conclusions 
A wind tunnel test program has been conducted to define heating environments on the back 
face of a blunt body aeroshell in support of the future HIAD development.  Testing was 
conducted at unit Reynolds numbers from Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft to 3.9×106/ft at Mach 6 and Re∞ = 
0.5×106/ft to 1.0×106/ft at Mach 10 on a 6.3088 in diameter model.  Global aeroheating data 
were obtained on the front and back faces of the aeroshell and on the centerbody payload using 
phosphor thermography. 
Comparisons of laminar predictions with aeroshell front-face data confirmed laminar flow on 
the forebody at all conditions, while back-face data were likely transitional or turbulent.  
Leeward side back-face and payload heating levels were dependent on free stream Reynolds 
number and angle of attack.  In general, heating in both regions increased with Reynolds number 
and with angle of attack.  The highest aeroshell back-face heating levels were measured on the 
leeward side (+z direction), which is opposite of the peak heating location on the windward side 
(–z  direction) of the front face.  The reason for this behavior was impingement of the wake shear 
layer on the leeward side of the back face.  The highest measured levels, relative to the aeroshell 
front-face stagnation point, were h/hSTAG ~0.05 on the aeroshell back face and h/hSTAG ~0.06 on 
the payload. 
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Back-face and payload heating levels were correlated (for α = 0 deg) as a function of the 
maximum momentum thickness Reynolds number Reθ,sh ahead of aeroshell front-face shoulder.  
Heating uncertainty estimates based on normalized 1×σ and 3×σ levels were determined to be 
±26% and ±78%, respectively.  Based on the Reθ,sh correlations, the relative h/hSTAG heating 
levels measured in this study were expected to be higher than those at the peak heating point on 
the THOR flight trajectory. 
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Table 1. Test 504, 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel conditions. 
Run 
 
α 
( deg) 
Re∞ 
(1/ft) 
M∞ T∞ 
(K) 
ρ∞ 
(kg/m3) 
U∞ 
(m/s) 
ΔHtot 
(J/kg) 
hFR 
(kg/m2⋅s) 
View 
34 –10 5.008E+05 9.87 50.2 4.203E-03 1402 7.322E+05 2.059E-01 Back 
31 –10 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Back 
33 –10 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Back 
32 –10 2.038E+06 9.96 49.8 1.691E-02 1405 7.360E+05 4.140E-01 Back 
24 –5 5.008E+05 9.87 50.2 4.203E-03 1402 7.322E+05 2.059E-01 Back 
23 –5 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Back 
25 –5 2.038E+06 9.96 49.8 1.691E-02 1405 7.360E+05 4.140E-01 Back 
10 0 5.008E+05 9.87 50.2 4.203E-03 1402 7.322E+05 2.059E-01 Back 
9 0 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Back 
11 0 2.038E+06 9.96 49.8 1.691E-02 1405 7.360E+05 4.140E-01 Back 
28 5 5.008E+05 9.87 50.2 4.203E-03 1402 7.322E+05 2.059E-01 Back 
26 5 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Back 
27 5 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Back 
29 5 2.038E+06 9.96 49.8 1.691E-02 1405 7.360E+05 4.140E-01 Back 
30 5 2.038E+06 9.96 49.8 1.691E-02 1405 7.360E+05 4.140E-01 Back 
6 0 5.008E+05 9.87 50.2 4.203E-03 1402 7.322E+05 2.059E-01 Front 
5 0 1.049E+06 9.81 51.0 8.926E-03 1403 7.349E+05 3.004E-01 Front 
8 0 2.038E+06 9.96 49.8 1.691E-02 1405 7.360E+05 4.140E-01 Front 
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Table 2. Test 7002, 20-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel conditions. 
Run 
 
α 
( deg) 
Re∞ 
(1/ft) 
M∞ T∞ 
(K) 
ρ∞ 
(kg/m3) 
U∞ 
(m/s) 
ΔHtot 
(J/kg) 
hFR 
(kg/m2⋅s) 
View 
16 –5 1.074E+06 5.90 61.5 1.677E-02 927 1.904E+05 2.510E-01 Back 
19 –5 2.066E+06 5.97 62.5 3.218E-02 945 2.083E+05 3.560E-01 Back 
18 –5 3.049E+06 5.99 62.7 4.736E-02 950 2.133E+05 4.346E-01 Back 
17 –5 3.915E+06 6.01 63.2 6.096E-02 956 2.199E+05 4.972E-01 Back 
13 0 1.074E+06 5.90 61.5 1.677E-02 927 1.904E+05 2.510E-01 Back 
14 0 2.066E+06 5.97 62.5 3.218E-02 945 2.083E+05 3.560E-01 Back 
15 0 3.049E+06 5.99 62.7 4.736E-02 950 2.133E+05 4.346E-01 Back 
12 0 3.915E+06 6.01 63.2 6.096E-02 956 2.199E+05 4.972E-01 Back 
7 0 1.074E+06 5.90 61.5 1.677E-02 927 1.904E+05 2.510E-01 Front 
11 0 1.074E+06 5.90 61.5 1.677E-02 927 1.904E+05 2.510E-01 Front 
8 0 2.066E+06 5.97 62.5 3.218E-02 945 2.083E+05 3.560E-01 Front 
9 0 3.049E+06 5.99 62.7 4.736E-02 950 2.133E+05 4.346E-01 Front 
10 0 3.915E+06 6.01 63.2 6.096E-02 956 2.199E+05 4.972E-01 Front 
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Table 3. Average aeroshell back-face temperature rise. 
Test 
Condition 
ΔT∞ (K) Re∞ (1/ft) M∞ 
504 5.008E+05 9.87 1 
504 1.049E+06 9.81 3 
504 2.038E+06 9.96 6 
7002 1.074E+06 5.90 1 
7002 2.066E+06 5.97 3 
7002 3.049E+06 5.99 4 
7002 3.915E+06 6.01 6 
 
 
Table 4. Aeroshell back-face heating data uncertainty estimates. 
Test 
Condition 
1×σ  3×σ  1×σ /(h/hstag,av) 3×σ /(h/hstag,av) Re∞ (1/ft) M∞ 
504 5.008E+05 9.87 0.0041 0.0123 51.3% 153.8% 
504 1.049E+06 9.81 0.0042 0.0126 27.8% 83.4% 
504 2.038E+06 9.96 0.0042 0.0126 20.0% 60.0% 
7002 1.074E+06 5.90 0.0079 0.0237 31.3% 94.0% 
7002 2.066E+06 5.97 0.0063 0.0189 17.7% 53.2% 
7002 3.049E+06 5.99 0.0064 0.0192 17.2% 51.6% 
7002 3.915E+06 6.01 0.0085 0.0255 17.9% 53.7% 
Test 504 averages 0.0042 0.0125 33.0% 99.1% 
Test 7002 averages 0.0073 0.0218 21.0% 63.1% 
Overall averages 0.0059 0.0178 26.2% 78.5% 
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Figure 1. Artist's concept of THOR reentry vehicle. 
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Figure 2. Blunt body wake flow features. 
(redrawn from Ref. 8) 
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Figure 3.THOR 70-F wind tunnel model geometry. 
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Figure 4. LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel. 
 
 
Figure 5. Schematic of LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel. 
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Figure 6. LaRC 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel. 
 
 
Figure 7. Schematic of LaRC 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel.  
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Figure 8. Camera view directions and coordinate system nomenclature. 
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Figure 9. Sample two-dimensional image data from IHEAT. 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Sample three-dimensional vehicle surface geometry.  
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Figure 11. Sample mapping of image data onto vehicle surface geometry.  
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Figure 12. AGARD-18 model geometry. 
 
 
  
Figure 13. AGARD-18 heating distribution vs. 
unit Reynolds number on model and sting. 
Figure 14. AGARD-18 heating distribution vs. 
unit Reynolds number, back-face close-up. 
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1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 15. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft condition. 
 
 
1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 16. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft condition. 
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1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 17. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft condition. 
 
 
1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 18. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft condition. 
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1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 19. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft condition. 
 
 
1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 20. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft condition. 
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1×σ uncertainty 
 
3×σ uncertainty 
Figure 21. Back-face uncertainty estimates for M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft condition. 
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Test 504, Run 06, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 05, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 08, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 07, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 08, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 09, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 10, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Figure 22. Aeroshell front-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, α = 0 deg. 
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Figure 23. Front-face centerline heating, Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg. 
 
Figure 24. Front-face centerline heating: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg. 
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Figure 25. Front-face centerline heating: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg. 
 
Figure 26. Front-face centerline heating: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 34, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 33, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
 
Test 504, Run 32, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft   
Figure 27. Back-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 34, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 33, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 32, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 28. Back-face heating data: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 24, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 23, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
 
Test 504, Run 25, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft 
 
 
Figure 29. Back-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 24, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 23, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 25, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 30. Back-face heating data: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg. 
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Test 7002, Run 16, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 19, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 18, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 17, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Figure 31. Back-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg. 
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Test 7002, Run 16, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 19, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 18, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 17, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 32. Back-face heating data: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 10, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 9, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
 
Test 504, Run 11, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Figure 33. Back-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 10, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 9, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 11, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from all rays φ = 0 deg to ±180 deg 
Figure 34. Back-face heating data: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 7002, Run 13, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 14, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 15, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 12, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Figure 35. Back-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 7002, Run 13, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 14, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 15, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 12, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Data from all rays φ = 0 deg to ±180 deg  
Figure 36. Back-face heating data: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 28, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 27, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
 
Test 504, Run 29, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft 
 
 
Figure 37. Back-face heating images: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 28, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 27, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 29, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 38. Back-face heating data: Reynolds number effects, M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 29: data
Test 504, Run 29: fit
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Test 504, Run 34, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 24, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 504, Run 10, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 28, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Figure 39. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 34, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 24, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 10, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 28, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 40. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 28: data
Test 504, Run 28: fit
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Test 504, Run 31, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 23, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 504, Run 9, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 27, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Figure 41. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 31, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 23, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 9, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 27, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 42. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 27: data
Test 504, Run 27: fit
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Test 504, Run 32, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 25, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 504, Run 11, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 29, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Figure 43. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 32, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 25, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 11, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 29, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 44. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 29: data
Test 504, Run 29: fit
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Test 7002, Run 16, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 13, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Figure 45. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 16, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 13, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg  
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 46. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 16: data
Test 7002, Run 16: fit
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Test 7002, Run 19, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 14, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Figure 47. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 19, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 14, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg  
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 48. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 19: data
Test 7002, Run 19: fit
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Test 7002, Run 18, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 15, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Figure 49. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 18, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 15, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg  
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 50. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 18: data
Test 7002, Run 18: fit
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Test 7002, Run 17, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
 
Test 7002, Run 12, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Figure 51. Back-face heating images: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 17, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 12, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 52. Back-face heating data: angle-of-attack effects, M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 17: data
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M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 53. Back-face fitted heating data: Reynolds number effects at M∞ = 10. 
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Test 504, Run 30, Re =2.0×106/ft
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M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 54. Back-face fitted heating data: Reynolds number effects at M∞ = 6. 
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M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft 
 
 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 55. Back-face fitted heating data: angle-of-attack effects at M∞ = 10. 
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M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Data from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 56. Back-face fitted heating data: angle-of-attack effects at M∞ = 6. 
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Test 504, Run 34, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 33, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 32, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 57. Payload heating data, Reynolds number effects: M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 24, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 23, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 25, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 58. Payload heating data, Reynolds number effects: M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg. 
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Test 7002, Run 16, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 19, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 18, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 17, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 59. Payload heating data, Reynolds number effects: M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 10, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 9, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 11, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 60. Payload heating data, Reynolds number effects: M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 7002, Run 13, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 14, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 15, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
Test 7002, Run 12, 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Data from leeward side centerline  
Figure 61. Payload heating data, Reynolds number effects: M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 28, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 27, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
Test 504, Run 29, 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 62. Payload heating data, Reynolds number effects: M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg. 
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Test 504, Run 34, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 24, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 10, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 28, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 63. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 31, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 23, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 9, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 27, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 64. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft. 
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Test 504, Run 32, 
M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 25, 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 11, 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
Test 504, Run 29, 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 65. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 16, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 13, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 66. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 19, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 14, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 67. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 18, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 15, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg  
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 68. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft. 
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Test 7002, Run 17, 
M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
Test 7002, Run 12, 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 69. Payload heating data, angle-of-attack effects: M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft. 
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M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg 
 
M∞ = 10, α = –5 deg 
 
M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg 
 
M∞ = 10, α = +5 deg 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 70. Payload fitted heating data: Reynolds number effects at M∞ = 10. 
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M∞ = 6, α = –5 deg 
 
M∞ = 6, α = 0 deg 
 
 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 71. Payload fitted heating data: Reynolds number effects at M∞ = 6. 
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M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 0.5×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 1.0×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 10, Re∞ = 2.0×106/ft 
  
 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 72. Payload fitted heating data: angle-of-attack effects at M∞ = 10. 
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M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 1.1×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 2.1×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.1×106/ft 
 
M∞ = 6, Re∞ = 3.9×106/ft 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 73. Payload fitted heating data: angle-of-attack effects at M∞ = 6. 
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Figure 74. CFD predictions for flight-like vehicle wake structure. 
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α = –10 deg 
 
α = –5 deg 
 
α = 0 deg 
 
α = +5 deg 
Data averaged from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays 
Figure 75. Back-face heating trends vs. Reynolds number at Mach 6 and 10. 
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Mach 10 conditions 
 
Mach 6 conditions 
Figure 76. Front-face Reθ distributions for M∞ = 10 and M∞ = 6 at α = 0 deg. 
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All data points 
 
without low Reynolds number Mach 6 data points 
Data averaged from φ = –20 deg to +20 deg rays  
Figure 77. Aeroshell back-face heating trends vs. Reθ,sh at α = 0 deg. 
 
 
All data points 
 
without low Reynolds number Mach 6 data points 
Data from leeward side centerline 
Figure 78. Payload heating trends vs. Reθ,sh at α = 0 deg. 
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Figure 79. Aeroshell back-face heating vs. Reθ,sh with uncertainty at α = 0 deg. 
 
 
 
Figure 80. Payload heating vs. Reθ,sh with uncertainty at α = 0 deg. 
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Appendix A. Mach 10 Global Heating Images 
 
Global heating images from Test 504 in the 31-Inch Mach 10 Air Tunnel are presented in this 
appendix in Figure 81 through Figure 98. 
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Figure 81. Test 504, Run 06 heating data: M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 0.50×106/ft 
 
Figure 82. Test 504, Run 05 heating data: M∞ = 10, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
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Figure 83. Test 504, Run 08 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 2.04×106/ft. 
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Figure 84. Test 504, Run 34 heating data: M∞ =  10: α = –10 deg, Re∞ = 0.50×106/ft. 
 
 
Figure 85. Test 504, Run 31 heating data: M∞ = 10, α = –10 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
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Figure 86. Test 504, Run 33 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = –10 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
 
 
Figure 87. Test 504, Run 32 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = –10 deg, Re∞ = 2.04×106/ft. 
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Figure 88. Test 504, Run 24 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 0.50×106/ft. 
 
Figure 89. Test 504, Run 23 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
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Figure 90. Test 504, Run 25 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 2.04×106/ft. 
 
 
Figure 91. Test 504, Run 10 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 0.50×106/ft. 
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Figure 92. Test 504, Run 09 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
 
 
Figure 93. Test 504, Run 11 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 2.04×106/ft. 
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Figure 94. Test 504, Run 28 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = +5 deg, Re∞ = 0.50×106/ft. 
 
 
Figure 95. Test 504, Run 26 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = +5 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
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Figure 96. Test 504, Run 27 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = +5 deg, Re∞ = 1.05×106/ft. 
 
Figure 97. Test 504, Run 29 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = +5 deg, Re∞ = 2.04×106/ft. 
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Figure 98. Test 504, Run 30 heating data: M∞ =  10, α = +5 deg, Re∞ = 2.04×106/ft. 
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Appendix B. Mach 6 Global Heating Images 
 
Global heating images from Test 7002 in the 20-Inch Mach 6 Air Tunnel are presented in this 
appendix in Figure 99 through Figure 111. 
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Figure 99. Test 7002, Run 07 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 1.07×106/ft. 
 
 
 
Figure 100. Test 7002, Run 11 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 1.07×106/ft. 
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Figure 101. Test 7002, Run 08 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 2.07×106/ft. 
 
 
 
Figure 102. Test 7002, Run 09 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 3.05×106/ft. 
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Figure 103. Test 7002, Run 10 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 3.91×106/ft. 
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Figure 104. Test 7002, Run 16 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 1.07×106/ft. 
 
Figure 105. Test 7002, Run 19 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 2.07×106/ft. 
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Figure 106. Test 7002, Run 18 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 3.05×106/ft. 
 
Figure 107. Test 7002, Run 17 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = –5 deg, Re∞ = 3.91×106/ft. 
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Figure 108. Test 7002, Run 13 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 1.07×106/ft. 
 
Figure 109. Test 7002, Run 14 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 2.07×106/ft. 
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Figure 110. Test 7002, Run 15 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 3.05×106/ft. 
 
Figure 111. Test 7002, Run 12 heating data: M∞ =  6, α = 0 deg, Re∞ = 3.91×106/ft. 	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